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Abstract
The X-band marine radar is one type of remote sensing technology which is being in-
creasingly used to measure sea surface waves nowadays. In this thesis, how to reconstruct
sea surface wave elevation maps from X-band marine radar images and do wave field pre-
diction over short term in real time are discussed. The key idea of reconstruction is using
dispersion relation based on the linear wave theory to separate the wave-related signal from
non-wave signal in radar images. The reconstruction process involves three-dimensional
Fourier analysis and some radar imaging mechanism. In this thesis, an improved shad-
owing simulation model combined with wave field simulation models for the study of the
correction function in the reconstruction process and an improved wave scale estimation
model using non-coherent radar data are proposed, which are of great importance in the
reconstruction process. A radar image calibration method based on wave field simulation
is put forward in order to improve the quality of reconstructed sea surface wave. Besides, a
theoretical wave scale estimation model using Doppler spectra of the coherent radar is put
forward, which is proposed to be a good alternative to the current wave scale estimation
model. The reconstructed sea surface wave can be used for wave field simulation in order
to predict the wave field, which is not only an application of this reconstruction process,
but also a parameter optimizing tool for the reconstruction process.
Thesis Supervisor: Dick K. P. Yue
Title: Philip J. Solondz Professor of Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Sea surface wave information is very important for many purposes, e.g., operation and
safety of ships and floating structures, shore protection, harbor management, coastal re-
source management, rescue missions, etc. So it is meaningful to measure the sea surface
wave and it is expected that we can predict the wave field using the wave measurement
so that people can have a good knowledge of the sea surface. To realize the wave field
prediction, we need to know the whole wave field measurement.
Currently, there are 3 different types of wave measurement methods: 1) Point measure-
ment method; 2) Optical methods and 3) Remote sensing technology. They have their own
advantages and disadvantages. In this thesis, we focus on one type of remote sensing tech-
nology: the X-band marine radar, which is being increasingly used for ordinary sea surface
wave measurement nowadays.
1.2 Review of current wave measurement methods
1.2.1 Point measurement method
Point measurement method is a traditional and commonly used method to obtain some
wave information such as wave height, period and directionality.
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For example, surface-piercing wave wire gauges and subsurface pressure transducers
are commonly used to measure wave height and period. A series of these sensors can be
arranged as a spatial array to obtain wave directionality.
Recently, a lot of progress has been made for this type of method. Surface-following
buoy [22] and orbit-following buoy [16] have been employed to obtain wave height and
direction for long-term measurement. Submerged acoustic Doppler current profilers have
been developed to get spectral wave statistics from measured pressure, near-surface veloc-
ities and surface displacements [15] [32].
Due to great advancements of the instrumentation, it is reliable to use this type of
method to obtain accurate wave information at some points on the sea surface. But it is
very hard to deploy enough number of sensors to provide a whole wave field measurement,
especially when we want to know the wave field surrounding a moving vessel. Besides,
this type of method requires the deployment of a sensor or a series of sensors in the water,
and thus, is expensive and time-consuming for maintenance and operation.
1.2.2 Optical methods
This type of measurement methods include active and passive optical methods.
Active methods introduce a light source into the water and infer wave characteristics
from the transformation of light at the water surface. There are three main active optical
techniques: wave profile imaging, scattered light refraction, and laser slope gauges.
Wave profile imaging illuminates a wave tank with a laser light sheet to measure two-
dimensional wave profiles [2]. Scattered light refraction methods emit an underwater light
and relate the intensity of the refracted light to one-dimensional wave slope [34] or two-
dimensional wave slope by using a colored light source [39]. Laser slope gauges use a
submerged scanning laser to provide the light source for refraction-based wave slope mea-
surement [7].
Passive optical methods utilize natural sun light without additional light sources. There
are four main mechanisms observed by passive optical methods: reflection, sunglint, po-
larimetry, and photogrammetry. The reflection method exploits the relationship between
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the intensity of sunlight reflection and water surface slope to estimate spectral and di-
rectional information of wave fields [8]. Sunglint methods generate probability density
functions of surface slope [4]. Polarimetric imaging method [6] was recently developed to
estimate two-dimensional wave slope by detecting changes in the polarization of light as it
reflects off of the water surface. Photogrammetry methods are based upon the geometric
relationship between photographic images and topographic features of the water surface to
determine wave characteristics [24].
Optical methods can obtain some wave characteristics, but active methods are limited
in laboratories or small fields, and passive methods depend largely on natural sun light thus
cannot be applied during night. Therefore this type of method is not suitable for whole
wave field measurement at any time.
1.2.3 Remote sensing technology
Remote sensing technology is a promising approach because it has the advantage of
getting measurements over a large sea surface area using only one set of instrument, and
instrumentation does not directly contact the water or interfere with wave propagation.
For example, an airborne scanning Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) system can
be used to acquire three-dimensional spatial topography of sea surface waves. From the
spatial data, wavenumber spectra can be computed directly [29].
However, the implementation for airborne LIDAR system can be prohibitively expen-
sive. Thus it's not suitable for ordinary wave measurement. If it is a land-based system,
e.g., a High-Frequency (HF) radar or X-band marine radar, the operation cost is relatively
inexpensive, especially for the X-band marine radar if the required study area is within a
radius of 2 to 5km.
The principles for HF and X-band marine radars are the same. They both use Bragg
effect [14] to detect the scatter waves, but the selected wavelength are different. HF radars
use large wavelength (with frequency range from 3 to 30 MHz) electromagnetic (EM)
waves interacting with gravity waves to produce Bragg scatter waves, while X-band marine
radars use short wavelenth (with frequency range from 9.41 to 10.5 GHz) EM waves to
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interact with ripples on top of gravity waves.
HF radars, mounted on the land, are mainly used for large area currents and wave
measurements [25]. The operation range is large (normally on the order of 50km, and can
be extended to 200km with an antenna array) but with a relatively low resolution. And
other devices are needed to measure directional wave spectra. Compared to X-band marine
radars, the instrumentation cost is also larger, on the order of millions for a system. It is still
not ubiquitous enough for ordinary wave measurement, especially for wave measurement
far away from coast.
Unlike HF radars, X-band marine radars are widely used on ordinary vessels for navi-
gation purpose and widely available on the market. Due to this reason, the hardware cost
of X-band marine radars is more reasonable. X-band marine radars can scan a sea surface
area (within a radius of 2 to 5km) continuously in space and time with high resolution and
produce radar images.
Due to the development of low-cost solid-state power amplifiers for microwave frequen-
cies and fast digitally controlled pulse signal generators and processors, coherent radars are
being increasingly used for maritime navigation [1]. Coherent HF radars have been used as
a remote source of sea surface conditions over large areas of the earth's sea surface [9] [10].
The characteristic of coherent radar is that the transmitted signal has a time series with no
phase discontinuities [38]. Since the orbital velocities of surface waves will induce Doppler
shifts in the coherent radar backscatter [35], coherent radars can be used to measure surface
wave orbital velocities directly.
So for non-coherent marine radars, we only have radar images based on sea surface
wave elevation. But for coherent marine radars, besides radar images based on sea surface
wave elevation, we also have Doppler spectra based on sea surface wave orbital velocity
information.
Current research about X-band marine radars is mainly focused on obtaining radar spec-
tra from radar images [13] [19] to determine wave directionality and surface current, but
without phase-resolved result, i.e. sea surface wave elevation maps. In order to get sea
surface wave elevation maps, we need to estimate the real wave spectra from radar spectra
and estimate the wave scale. Nieto-Borge et al. (2004) proposed to use empirical fomulas
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to estimate real wave spectra and wave scale [20] in order to get sea surface wave elevation
maps, but these estimations are not mature enough. Nwogu and Lyzenga (2010) proposed
a more direct approach to infer sea surface wave elevation by using radial-velocity mea-
surements from coherent marine radars [28], but without application to real coherent radar
data.
Therefore, if we can use mature algorithm to reconstruct sea surface wave elevation
maps from which all wave characteristics can be deduced, then the X-band marine radar
will be a very practical tool for ordinary whole wave field measurement among current
wave measurement methods.
1.3 Objectives and organization
The objective of the present work is given X-band marine radar image sequences pro-
vided by a company named OceanWaveS, improving the process of sea surface wave re-
construction, based on wave field simulation. Specifically, for non-coherent marine radar,
develop a radar image calibration method, and improve the estimation models for real wave
spectra and wave scale; for coherent marine radar, develop a theoretical estimation model
for the wave scale.
This thesis is organized into six chapters.
Chapter 1 gives the motivation and objectives of this study. A review of current wave
measurement methods is also included.
In Chapter 2, some radar imaging mechanism is introduced, which is essential to the
reconstruction process.
In Chapter 3, the basic priciple of sea surface wave reconstruction is discussed, which
mainly involves dispersion relation based on the linear wave theory, three-dimensional
Fourier analysis and radar imaging mechanism.
Chapter 4 shows the detailed sea surface wave reconstruction process based on non-
coherent marine radar data. Specifically, an improved shadowing simulation model com-
bined with wave field simulation models is proposed to study the correction function in
the reconstruction process and an improved wave scale estimation model is proposed to
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estimate significant wave height (Hs). The reconstructed sea surface wave elevation maps
are analyzed based on wave field simulation models. By wave field simulaiton, the re-
constructed sea surface wave can be used to predict the wave field, which is not only an
application, but also a parameter optimizing tool for the reconstruction process. Besides, a
radar image calibration method is put forward based on wave field simulation.
In Chapter 5, a theoretical wave scale estimation model using coherent marine radar
data is put forward. The wave scale is estimated by analyzing the sea surface wave orbital
velocities deduced from Doppler spectra of the coherent radar.
Chapter 6 summarizes the present work and proposes recommendations for future re-
search.
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Chapter 2
Mechanism of Radar Imaging -
In order to reconstruct sea surface wave elevation maps from marine radar images, we
need to understand some basic radar imaging mechanism [1] [14] [36] [20] [37] [38] as is
shown in Figure 2-1.
X-band Marine
Radar
Imaging mechanism:
1. Range dependence
2. Direction dependence
3. Hydrodynamic modulation
4. Tilt modulation
5. Shadowing modulation
Wind
Shadowed Area ,
Figure 2-1: Radar imaging mechanism.
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The electromagnetic (EM) wave transmitted by X-band marine radars has a frequency
of around 10 GHz, so the EM wavelength is about 3cm [1]. If the sea surface is a smooth
flat surface, the incident EM wave energy will be reflected into the specular direction.
Thus the radar, transmitting and receiving using a single antenna, will receive no signal
from such a surface. Fortunately, the sea surface is not smooth or flat. The local wind will
generate short waves or sea surface roughness which have the same order of wavelength
as the electromagnetic waves. These short waves will interact with the EM waves. The
interaction is mainly Bragg scattering [37]. The presence of these short waves will cause a
small amount of incident energy to be scattered into all other directions, in particular back
toward the transmitting antenna. This backscatter is considered as Bragg-resonance. There
is a relationship between the wavelength of sea surface roughness (X) and EM waves (Xr)
which interact with each other in Bragg-resonance [14] [37]:
ks =Xr (2.1)2sinO
where 0 is the incidence angle.
Only water waves of wavelength Xs travelling parallel to the line of sight contribute to
Bragg-resonance. The mechanism is shown in Figure 2-2. At grazing incidence, i.e., when
0 -+ !, Xs approaches to r. Therefore, the EM waves and interacted surface waves have
the same order of wavelength. This is why X-band marine radar's EM waves only interact
with sea surface roughness on top of gravity waves.
The radar collects this backscattered energy and produces image pattern which is known
as sea clutter.
Unlike the sea surface wave which has a zero mean value, radar image values are all
non-negative and have a different scale from sea surface wave elevation. Besides, the sea
clutter shape does not represent the real sea surface wave shape. There are many phenom-
ena on the sea surface which will affect the radar received power and further the sea clutter
shape.
Here we consider five main phenomena on the sea surface which contribute to final sea
clutter shown in the radar screen:
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9,
.4
Figure 2-2: Bragg resonance mechanism, where Xs and Xr are wavelength of sea surface
roughness and EM waves respectively, e is the incidence angle of EM waves.
" Range dependence.
" Direction dependence.
" Hydrodynamic modulation [36].
" Tilt modulation [36].
" Shadowing modulation [20].
If the X-band marine radar is coherent, which means the transmitted signal has a time
series with no phase discontinuities [38], then the orbital velocities of sea surface waves
will induce Doppler shifts in the backscattered signal [35]. In this case, besides sea clutter
images, we also have Doppler spectra from which the information about sea surface wave
orbital velocities can be deduced [37]. The details of coherent radar mechanism will be
discussed in Chapter 5.
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2.1 Range dependence
The radar received power is always higher in smaller range than larger range at any time.
This will lead to a static pattern in the original radar image temporal sequence 11 (r, a, t),
for example, see Figure 2-3. We can express the radar image intensity at some time as a
function of range:
'I(r,t) = Jr1(rct)da (2.2)
where r is the radial coordinate (range) and a is the angular coordinate.
The range dependence can be seen clearly in the figure of normalized radar image
intensity changing with range (Figure 2-4).
50
100
150
200
300
35
400
450
600
!50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Figure 2-3: An example of original radar image sequence (one frame in the temporal se-
quence).
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Figure 2-4: Range dependence of normalized radar image intensity 1(r)/rmax, where R is
the maximum range in the radar images and r/R is the normalized range.
2.2 Direction dependence
The radar image intensity also depends on "direction". In particular, the radar image
intensity is higher in directions against the wind (up-wind) or against the peak wave prop-
agation (up-wave) direction and decreases slightly away from these directions. Take the
radar image sequence (Figure 2-3) for example, we can express the radar image intensity
as a function of the radar look direction a:
'I(a,t) = f g(r, c, t)dr (2.3)
the variation of normalised image intensity with the radar look direction is shown in Figure
2-5. In this example, the wind direction is against a = 2130 and the peak wave propagation
is against a = 224'. It can be seen clearly that the image intensity has a peak near this
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direction range, which implies that the radar images have better quality near up-wind or
up-wave direction.
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Figure 2-5: Direction dependence of normalized radar image intensity r(a)/Tma, where
a is the radar look direction and cx, is the up-wind direction.
2.3 Hydrodynamic modulation
Hydrodynamic modulation [36] happens when the long waves propagate through the
short wave field. The amplitude of the short wave field is non-uniformly altered by the long
waves in the following ways (Figure 2-6): the long wave orbital velocities have different
directions along the wave, which tends to pile up short waves in the convergence zones
(crest) and spread them out in the divergence zones (trough), in other words, the amplitude
of the short waves is enhanced near the crests of the long waves; and the airflow over the
long waves is distorted, thereby preferentially forming short waves at the crest as compared
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to the trough. So the radar received power will change in different locations of the long
waves.
radar
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^.'short waves
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Figure 2-6: Hydrodynamic and tilt modulation mechanism.
2.4 Tilt modulation
As the long waves propagate through the short wave field, the varying slope of the long
waves changes the local orientation or tilt of the short waves (Figure 2-6). These tilting
waves act as reflecting mirrors or facets to the incoming radar electromagnetic waves, so
the return will vary as the facets change tilt along the longer propagating wave. Due to
hydrodynamic and tilt modulations [5], the long waves become visible in the radar images.
2.5 Shadowing modulation
Shadowing modulation [20] describes the phenomenon that lower waves shadowed by
higher waves will not interact with radar waves, so that the shadowed waves will not return
radar power. This mechanism is shown in Figure 2-7.
Shadowing modulation effect can be seen in one slice of radar image (Figure 2-8). The
flat parts in the curve shown in Figure 2-8 correspond to the shadowed area on the sea
surface.
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Figure 2-7: Shadowing modulation mechanism.
Combining all these modulation processes, we get the final complicated radar images.
Since radar images are acquired only based on sea surface waves, it's possible to reconstruct
sea surface wave elevation maps just from radar images.
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Chapter 3
Principle of Sea Surface Wave
Reconstruction
Reconstruction of sea surface wave from marine radar images is based on radar imaging
mechanism mentioned in Chapter 2, three-dimensional Fourier analysis [19] and the linear
wave theory [21].
According to the linear wave theory, we consider the irrotational motion of a homoge-
neous, incompressible and inviscid fluid under a free surface in arbitrary (finite or infinite)
depth H. The origin is located at the mean water level and the vertical axis z is positive
upward. The flow can be described by a velocity potential $(x, y, z, t) such that within the
flow p satisfies Laplace's equation:
v2$ 0 o (3.1)
with linearized free surface boundary condition:
D2 + az =0, z1 =0 (3.2)
and bottom boundary condition:
=0, z=-H (3.3)
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The linearized surface elevation is:
ga , z=0 (3.4)
Set (= Re{A(k,o)e!-i(o}, where A(k, o) is dependent on wavenumber and wave fre-
quency, we can solve this boundary value problem and get the velocity potential $.
From the control equation (3.1) and boundary conditions (3.2) and (3.3), it can be de-
rived that the wave frequency o and wavenumber k satisfy the dispersion relation:
0)2 gktanh(kH) (3.5)
where k = lkl = k2+k .
This means that the amplitude of sea surface elevation A(k, o) is not randomly dis-
tributed on the k-o space. Instead, A(k, o) is distributed in the dispersion relation surface:
o= gktanh(kH).
We can regard the radar images as a combination of wave-related signal, which has
an intrinsic dispersion relation, and non-wave signal, which does not satisfy the disper-
sion relation. Therefore, in order to reconstruct sea surface wave, at first, we can use the
dispersion relation to separate the wave-related signal from non-wave signal.
In order to use dispersion relation, we need to transfer the physical domain to frequency
domain. It is convenient to use Fourier transform. But here it is three-dimensional Fourier
transform [26]: two dimensions in space and one dimension in time.
Consider the radar image sequence 9o(x,y,t), after three-dimensional Fourier trans-
form, we obtain the image spectrum Io(kx, ky, o), which has a complex form, with magni-
tude AO and phase po:
Io(kx, ky, )) = AOe (x,y, t)e-ikxx-iki-Itdxdydt (3.6)
From the radar imaging mechanism mentioned in Chapter 2, we know that the range de-
pendence of radar image intensity may lead to a static pattern in the radar image sequence.
This will cause high spectral energy in the low-frequency domain of the image spectrum
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which is not expected to be shown. For this reason, we can use a high-pass filter (HF) to
eliminate this energy in the radar image spectrum 1o, obtaining spectrum Ii (k, ky, o), with
magnitude A1 and phase p1:
Ii (kx, ky, o) = A i e"1 = HF (Io) (3.7)
where HF(Io) represents manipulation of high-pass filter on 1o.
In spectrum Ii (k, ky, o), only components of which the wave frequency o and wavenum-
ber k satisfy the dispersion relation are related to sea surface waves. So we can use a band-
pass filter (BF) to extract the wave-related spectrum 12 (kx, ky, o), with magnitude A 2 and
phase 92:
I2 (kx, ky, o) = A 2eiP2 - BF(h) (3.8)
where BF(Ii) represents manipulation of band-pass filter on Ii.
However, the wave-related spectrum 12 is not the real sea surface wave spectrum. Due to
many modulation processes, mainly the shadowing modulation process [20], the spectral
energy distribution in the wave-related spectrum 12 is different from that in the real sea
surface wave spectrum. To put it clearly, suppose the real sea surface is:
N
,s = Re{ as(kn)ei"-I-*nt} (3.9)
n=1
and the wave-related radar image value is:
N
Tr = Re{ E ar(kn) e' "~- } + ilr (3.10)
n=1
where o and k in both of them satisfy the dispersion relation and amplitudes as, ar are both
in complex form. There is a modulation transfer function [36] MTF(k) between as(k) and
ar(k):
ar (k) = as (k) -MTF (k) (3.11)
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or equivalently,
as(Ic) = ar(Ic) -MTF (k)- (3.12)
where MTF is derived as a weighted directional average, so it is only a function of wave
number k. And since it is a real function, the phase of as does not change, only the magni-
tude of as changes.
Therefore, after obtaining the wave-related spectrum I2, we need to correct the magni-
tude A2 using a correction function M(k) corresponds to MTF (k)-1-
Ac(kx, ky, o) = A2 -M(k) (3.13)
where Ac is the corrected magnitude.
Because the phase P2 in spectrum 12 does not need to be corrected, we use the corrected
magnitude A, and phase P2 to generate the corrected spectrum:
Ic = Ace1  (3.14)
Ideally, if we know the explicit form of MTF(k), it will be easy to do this correction.
But unfortunately there is no closed form of MTF(k) so far. Instead, we may use an
empirical form [20] to do this correction.
From Ic(kky, o), we can do inverse three-dimensional Fourier transform to get the
unscaled sea surface wave estimation TE:
TIE (Xy,t) (2 t) 3 fc( xky, eikxx+ikyy+ittdkx dky d (3.15)
Here, IE(x,y,t) still has the scale of radar image value which corresponds to radar
received power. We should do further scaling [20] to change the scale of IE (x,y,t) to the
real sea surface wave elevation scale and finally we get the reconstructed sea surface wave
elevation maps rlc(x,y, t):
iC(xY, t) = 4 H E(XY, t) (3.16)
4ailE
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Now we have the basic idea of how to reconstruct sea surface wave from marine radar
images. In the following chapter, an example is used for us to discuss the details of this
reconstruction process.
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Chapter 4
Sea Surface Wave Reconstruction from
X-band Non-coherent Marine Radar
Images
The idea of analyzing sea surface wave from marine radar images is not new. Young
et al. (1985) proposed to use three-dimensional Fourier analysis to get the radar spectra in
order to determine wave directionality and surface current [19]. Nieto-Borge et al. (2004)
proposed to use empirical fomulas to estimate real wave spectra and wave scale [20] in
order to obtain sea surface wave elevation maps.
In this chapter, an example of X-band non-coherent marine radar image sequence will
be used to illustrate the detailed process of sea surface wave reconstruction. We will follow
basically what Young and Nieto-Borge have proposed. Here, however, we will improve
the estimation models for real wave spectra and wave scale and develop a radar image
calibration method, based on wave field simulation models. The reconstruction process
contains five main parts based on the principle discussed in Chapter 3:
" Three-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (3D DFT)
" Filter
" Correction
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* Inverse 3D DFT
e Scaling
The reconstructed sea surface wave will be analyzed by wave field simulation models
and do wave field prediction, which is not only an application but also a parameter opti-
mizing tool for the reconstruction process.
The raw radar data used in this chapter were provided by OceanWaveS. Due to the
configuration of the X-band marine radar used by OceanWaveS, the raw radar data are
recorded as many sequences. For each radar image sequence, there are 32 frames of images
with time interval 1.5s. For each frame of radar image, the radar image intensity is recorded
in 544 x 544 grids with uniform grid distance 7.5m. In the following sections we will use
an example of this kind of radar data for sea surface wave reconstruction.
4.1 3D DFT
Consider an original radar image sequence example rj(Xi, Yj, tn), i - 1,2,... ,Nx; j
1,2, ... ,Ny; n = 1, 2, ... , N, where Nx =Ny = 544 are grids number in X- and Y-directions
respectively, Nt = 32 is the number of images in this sequence. The basic information about
this example is shown in Table 4.1. Since there is no radar data in the center and corner
areas (see Figure 4-1 which is one frame of the radar image sequence), it is convenient to
choose a rectangular sample window at some position for the reconstruction process.
Data source OceanWaveS
Location ~ 39'N, 73'W
Date 2006.8.15, 12:00:49 PM
Water depth 85m
Wind speed 10.6m/s
Wind direction 2130
Hs 3.86m
Grid number 544 x 544
Grid distance 7.5m
Sequence length 48s
Time interval 1.5s
Table 4.1: Basic information of the radar image sequence example.
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Using coordinate transformation and interpolation, we can obtain radar image values
at discrete points in the chosen window o(xi,yj, tn), i = 1,2,... ,Nx0; j= 1, 2,...,Nyo;n
1,2,...,N, where xi and yj are local coordinates and Nxo and Nyo are grids number in x-
and y-directions respectively. For the convenience of three-dimensional discrete Fourier
transform (3D DFT), the grids are uniformly distributed in the local x- and y-directions and
the grid distance (7.5m) is the same as the original radar images.
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Figure 4-1: One frame (t =,t) of the radar image sequence example: 11 (Xi, Y;, t), where the
red rectangular shows the location of the sample window.
The diameter of the original radar image dr = 4072.5m. There are five parameters to
determine the location of the rectangular sample window:
" The angular coordinate of window center: a.
" The radial coordinate of window center: D, with the nondimensional range parameter
d= D
" The rotation angle of window: .
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" The length of window: L, with the nondimensional size parameter s = L.
" The width of window: W, for convenience, let W = L.
As an example, consider a = 270', d = 0.5, @ = 0, s = 0.52 (see Figure 4-1). The
chosen rectangular sample window io (one frame in the sequence) is shown in Figure 4-2.
Radar image sample (one frame)
20
40
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Figure 4-2: One frame (t = t) of chosen rectangular sample window 110 (xiy, YI T).
In the process of determining radar image values in the chosen sample window, data
interpolation is used. For the purpose of computational accuracy and efficiency, the inter-
polation method used here is cubic convolution interpolation [30]. Take a one-dimensional
case for example:
Given a discrete function y = f(xk), k = 0, 1,...,N, with sampling increment h =xk+1 -
xk, we want to obtain the interpolated value g(x) at xk < x < xk+1. The one-dimensional
cubic convolution interpolation function is:
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g(X) C-Sk +2 2 _ s- 3s3 -5s2 +2 -3s3 +4s 2 ++s S3  2  (4.1)
2 +ck 2 +ck+1 2 2
where
s (x-xXk)/h,
Ck = f (xk),
c-1 = 3f(xo) - 3f(x1) + f(x2),
CN+1 = 3f(xN) - 3f(xN-1 ) -- f(xN-2)-
The above one-dimensional interpolation can be easily generalized to two-dimensional
case which is used in the process of choosing rectangular sample window. Two-dimensional
interpolation is accomplished by one-dimensional interpolation with respect to each coordi-
nate. The two-dimensional cubic convolution interpolation function is a separable estension
of the one-dimensional interpolation function.
To put it clearly, given a discrete function z = f (xJ,yk), j = 0, 1,... ,N, k = 0, 1,...,M,
with sampling increments hx = xj+1 -xj and hy = Yk+1 - Yk, for a point (x,y) in the rect-
angular subdivision [xj,xj+1] x [yk,Yk+1), the two-dimensional cubic convolution interpo-
lation function is:
2 2 XX 1  YYk m (4.2)
g(x,y) = ( Cj+l,k+mU( h u( h )
I=-1 m=-1
where u is the interpolation kernel:
31- 5Is|2+1 0 < IsI < 1
u(s) = -Ils1I + lsI2 -4|s| +2 1 < sj 2 (4.3)
0 2 < Is|
and
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C-1,k = 3f(XoYk) -3f(1,yk) +f(X2,yk),
CN+1,k 3f (xN ,y Yk) - 3f(xN-1,yk) + f(XN-2,yk),
Cj,_1= 3f(xjyo) - 3f(xj,yi) +f(xj,y 2 ),
Cj,M+1 = 3f(xj, yM) - 3f(xj,yM-1) + f(Xj,yM-2),
c_1,_1 = 3 co,_i - 3c1,-i +C2,-1,
CN+1,-1 3CN,-1 - 3CN-1,-1 + CN-2,-1,
C-1,M+1 = 3 Co,M+1 - 3ClM+1 + C2,M+1,
CN+1,M+1 = 3 CNM+1 - 3cN-1,M+1 + CN-2,M+1,
After interpolation, we get the chosen rectangular sample window rio(xi,yj,ta). Be-
fore doing 3D DFT, io(xi,yj,tn) should be made periodic in the boundary regions using a
smooth tapering function in three dimensions, in order to avoid Gibb's phenomenon [3].
The smooth tapering function in one-dimensional discrete case is described as follows:
1 (1 +Cos (R(!' - 1))) 0 < n < aN
W(n)= 1 n < N(1 -) (4.4)2 -- 2
'(1 + cos (nr(g 2n- + 1))) N(1 -19) < n < N
where N is the number of grids in one-dimensional case. The parameter a is an empirical
value and we use a = 0.1 here.
Being made periodic, rio (xi , yj, tn) is ready for 3D DFT to obtain the image spectrum
IO (kx, ky, (o), with magnitude Ao (kx, ky, co) and phase yo (kx, ky, o):
10(kx,ky, o) = AO(kxky, o)ei<Po(kx,ky,O) (4.5)
where kx and ky are the wavenumber components in the x- and y-directions, i.e. kx = k cos 0,
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k, = ksinO.
For convenience of plotting, we can integrate A0 (k, ky, (o) along the polar direction in
the (k,,ky) plane, obtaining magnitude ao(k, o):
2kx
ao (k, o)= f Ao(kcos 0, ksin 0, o)kd (4.6)
Figure 4-3 shows the magnitude ao with respect to the wave frequency o and wavenum-
ber k.
Original image spectrum
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Figure 4-3: Magnitude ao(k, o) of image spectrum Io, where k is wavenumber and (0 is
wave frequency.
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4.2 Filter
After getting the image spectrum I0 (kx, ky, o), we need to use some filters in order to
extract the wave-related spectrum. As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are two kinds of filters
to be used:
" High-pass filter,
" Band-pass filter.
4.2.1 High-pass filter
Due to the range dependence, there is a static pattern in the radar image sequence.
This will cause extra high spectral energy in the low-frequency domain in the radar image
spectrum Io (k, ky, co). Therefore, a certain cutoff wave frequency ocuro should be used to
do the high-pass filter on Io (kx, ky, (o), obtaining high-pass filtered spectrum Ii (kx, ky), o),
with magnitude A I (k,, ky, o) and phase (pI(kx,ky, o):
0, o < (Ocuto
Ii(kx,kyco) =Ai(kxky, o)e P1(kikx'ky) - (4.7)
iIo (kx 7ky, Io), o 20 >ocuro
The cutoff frequency is:
wcuto = c -Ao (4.8)
where Aco = 2/Tt is the wave frequency resolution, Tor = 48s is the total duration time
of this radar image sequence, c is an empirical parameter, in this example c = 2 is used.
4.2.2 Band-pass filter
Based on the linear wave theory, we know that sea surface waves satisfy a dispersion
relation: co(I) coo(I). And if we consider the surface current velocity U = (Ux, Uy)
relative to radar, the encounter frequency has an extra term k -U. For finite and constant
water depth in this example, we use the following dispersion relation:
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)= oo(I) -0 = v/gktanhkH +E-0 (
where k = (kx,ky), k - kil = k2 +k2, g is the gravity acceleration, H is the water depth,
and the surface current velocity U is to be determined.
This dispersion relation will be used as a band-pass filter to extract the wave-related
spectrum I2 (kx, ky, o):
0, Co < &ocut1(k) or co > ocut2(k)
I2 (kx, kv, o) = A 2 (kx, k, o)eiP2(kx,ky{) -
Ii(kx,ky, Io), ocui(k) < o < cocur2(k)
(4.10)
The cutoff frequencies, ocuri and (Ocut2, are :
(4.11)
(4.12)
(Ocut1 (k) = o(Z) - (Ob
(Ocut2 (k) = (A) + Ob
where the filter bandwidth 0ob is given by the wave frequency resolution Aco:
Ob = b- Aco (4.13)
b is also an empirical parameter and we use b = 2 in this example.
4.2.3 Current velocity determination
In the dispersion relation, see Equation (4.9), the current velocity U = (Ux, Uy) is to be
determined. Without this information, we cannot use the band-pass filter mentioned above
to extract wave-related spectrum I2 from spectrum I1. Therefore, we need to determine U
based on obtained information.
Here we use a common method in this reconstruction process: Ordinary Least Squares
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4.9)
(OLS) method. In detail, from the high-pass filtered spectrum I (k, ky, o), at first we
select N coordinates (kx,, kyi, coi), i = 1, 2,... , N according to the magnitude A1 (kx, ky, o).
To put it clearly, for each (kx1 , kyj) pair, we choose oi which corresponds to the maximum
in A 1 (kx,, ky, o). Then we can calculate the estimated wave frequency Cti:
Oi = Woi + kxUx + ky U, (4.14)
(00i= gki tanhkiH (4.15)
ki= k+ k
According to OLS method, we should choose appropriate Ux and Uy , so that
N
Q = E (Oi Oij)2
i=1
gets a minimum, which leads to:
Define
N
= [(coi - ooq - xU k,2
i= 1
Then we get,
DxxUx +Dy, =bx
DxyUx + DyyU = b.
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where
and
(4.16)
(4.17)
aJQ -0
aU -
= 0I (4.18)
ODi =i - o0g (4.19)
(4.20)
where
N
Dxx k2, (4.21)
i=1
N
Dxy = kxky (4.22)
i=1
N
= (4.23)
i=1
N
bx= (oDikxi (4.24)
i=1
N
by = (CODkyi (4.25)
If this condition is satisfied:
DxxDyy - D, p 0 (4.26)
then we can derive that,
U = Dyybx-DxybySDxxDy;y-Dx?,
(4.27)
Dxxby-Dxybx
I. DxxDy 
-Dxy
In this example (Figure 4-2), Ux = -0.2010m/s and Uy -0.2623m/s are obtained.
Using this current velocity and bandwidth (ob = bAo for the band-pass filter, we obtain
the wave-related spectrum I2 (kx, ky, co), with magnitude A 2 (kx, ky, (o) and phase Y2 (kx, ky, (o).
Similarly, from A2 (kx, ky, (o), we can do integration along the polar direction in the (kx,ky)
plane, obtaining magnitude a2 (k, w):
2n
a2 (k, (o) = / A2 (k cos0, k sin 0, (o)kdO (4.28)
Figure 4-4 shows magnitude a2 with respect to the wave frequency o and wavenumber
k.
From the magnitude a2 (k, o), we can calculate the filtered one-dimensional (ID) spec-
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Figure 4-4: Magnitude a2 (k, o) of wave-related spectrum 12, where k is wavenumber and
o is wave frequency.
tra w.r.t. wave frequency o or wavenumber k:
Sf(o) = fa 2 (k, o)dk (4.29)
Sf(k) = fa2(k, o)do (4.30)
From the magnitude A2(kky, co) of the wave-related spectrum 12 (kx,ky, o), we can also
obtain the filtered wavenumber spectrum Sf k(k, ky) which can be used to examine the wave
propagation direction:
Sfk(kxky) fA 2(kx,ky,o)do (4.31)
Figure 4-5 shows the wavenumber spectrum in this example, from which we can see that the
peak wave propagation direction is roughly along ak = 2250 direction which is measured
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in the local coordinate of sample window.
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Figure 4-5: Filtered wavenumber spectrum Sf k(kx, ky), where k,
components in local x and y directions.
and ky are wavenumber
4.3 Correction
As mentioned in Chapter 3, due to many modulation processes, mainly shadowing
modulation, in the radar imaging mechanism, the spectral energy distribution in the wave-
related spectrum 12 (kx, ky, o) is different from that in the real sea surface wave spectrum.
Therefore, we should do some correction on the magnitude A 2 (kx, ky, co) using a correction
function M(k) to obtain the corrected magnitude:
(4.32)
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Ac (kx Iky, , o) = A2 (kx ky, 1() -M(k)
However, there is no closed form for the correction function M(k). People may compare
the radar image spectra with point measurement spectra to come up with an empirical form
for the correction function. For example, an empirical form of M c< k-1. 2 was proposed
by Nieto-Borge et al. (2004) [20]. However, they use the same form for any condition
which may not be appropriate enough. Because the effect of shadowing mechanism is not
the same in different locations of radar image, the modulation of real sea surface wave
spectrum will not be the same either. Here, an improved shadowing simulation model
combined with wave field simulation models is used to study the correction function form.
4.3.1 Shadowing simulation model
In this shadowing simulation model, we assume that: 1) shadowing modulation is the
main contribution to the change of spectrum. This is valid for marine radars which are
mounted on ordinary vessels because for most cases the incidence is grazing incidence
which results in shadowing modulation. 2) The correction function can be calculated by
one-dimensional (ID) spectra. Since the modulation transfer function MTF is only a func-
tion of wavenumber, the same goes to the reciprocal of MTF which corresponds to the
correction function.
The simulation model is described in detail as follows:
I Generate a sea surface sequence (g (x, y, t) artificially, with ID spectrum Sg (o);
II Change the scale of (g (x,y, t) to a nonnegtive range [0,A], obtaining simulated radar
image sequence G(x,y, t), Figure 4-6 shows one frame of G(x,y, t);
III Add shadowing modulation effect on G(x,y, t): change the value of shadowing points
to 0, obtaining Gsh(x,y,t), with ID spectrum SG(o). The same frame of Gsh(x,y,t)
as G(x,y, t) is shown in Figure 4-7. For comparison, only a subdivision of G(x,y, t) is
added shadowing effect.
IV Calculate the correction function as:
M (() =_S(O (4.33)
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Figure 4-6: One frame of simulated radar image sequence G(x,y, t).
In the step of adding shadowing effect, the shadowing points are determined based on
the shadowing modulation mechanism (see Figure 4-8):
V(x,y, t) in the simulated radar image sequence G(x,y, t), with radius r V/x2 +y 2:
If
3(x',y'1t),
S.t.
r <r
and
tan 1  > tang r
A - (g (x',y', t) A - (g (x, y, t)
then (x,y) at time t is a shadowing point, i.e. Gsh(x,y, t) = 0.
Figure 4-9 shows the comparison of ID spectra: Sg(o) and SG(o). As shown in this
figure, after adding shadowing effect, the spectrum Sg(co) is shifted a little to the right.
From spectra Sg(o) and SG(O), we obtain the correction function M(co). It turns out
that there is a nice linear relationship between ln(M) and ln(o): ln(M) c ln(co) (see Figure
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Figure 4-7: One frame of simulated radar image sequence with shadowing effect in a sub-
division: Gsh(X,y, t).
r
Figure 4-8: Shadowing modulation mechanism.
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Figure 4-9: ID spectra: Sg(o) and SG(o), where Sg(o) is the spectrum of generated sea
surface sequence (g (x, y, t) and SG (co) is the spectrum of simulated radar image sequence
with shadowing effect Gsh (x, y, t).
4-10).
Therefore, we find an empirical form of correction funtion:
M oC-P x ko-p/2 (4.34)
where p > 0.
This correction function parameter p depends on many factors in the simulation pro-
cess:
" Range of sample window center, d (normalized);
" Size of sample window, s (normalized);
" Direction of sample window center, a;
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Figure 4-10: Relationship between ln(M) and ln(co), where M is the correction function
and o is wave frequency.
9 Height of radar, h = A/Ao, where Ao = 36m.
The sensitivity analysis of parameter p is shown from Figure 4-11 to Figure 4-14:
From these figures we can see that the parameter p varies roughly in a range [1, 2] due to
the variation of these factors. It changes periodically with range increasing. It decreases as
size or height increases. It decreases when the radar look direction is perpendicular to the
wind direction. This correction function form is same as before (M < k-1. 2), however, the
difference is that the power parapeter p here is not fixed which is reasonable based on the
sensitivity analysis. This parameter should be determined by certain optimizing method.
For convenience, we can write the correction function as a function of wavenumber. So
we use the power law form:
M(k) = (k/k*)- (4.35)
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Figure 4-11: Range dependence of correction function parameter p, where d is the normal-
ized range.
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Figure 4-12: Size dependence of correction function parameter p, where s is the normalized
size.
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Figure 4-13: Direction dependence of correction function parameter p, where aX is the
angular coordinate of sample window center and aw is the up-wind direction.
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Figure 4-14: Height dependence of correction function parameter p, where h is the normal-
ized radar height.
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where k, is a nondimensionalizing constant such as the peak wavenumber, q is an empirical
parameter which corresponds to p/2 mentioned earlier, so q varies roughly in a range
[0.5, 1]. The value of q is chosen in order to have an optimal prediction performance
which will be introduced later. In the example, we choose q = 0.5 based on the optimal
prediction performance.
Using this correction function form, we get the corrected magnitude Ac.
Similarly, from this corrected magnitude Ac, we can integrate along the polar direction
in the (kx,ky) plane, obtaining magnitude ac(k, o), and further calculate the corrected ID
spectra:
Sc(o) = ac(k, o)dk (4.36)
Sc(k) J ac(k, o)do (4.37)
Figure 4-15 shows the comparison of the filtered 1D spectrum Sf(o)/Sfmax and cor-
rected 1D spectrum Sc(o)/Semax, from which we can see that the main effect of this cor-
rection is to reduce some energy in the high frequency domain which is mainly caused by
shadowing modulation mechanism.
4.4 Inverse 3D DFT
Since the phase p2 (kx, ky, o) in wave-related spectrum 12 need not to be corrected, we
use the corrected magnitude Ac(k, ky, o) and phase Y2 (k, ky, o) to generate the corrected
spectrum Ic (kx, ky, o):
Ic (kx Iky, Io) = Ac (kx Iky,7 o) -ei(p2 (kx~ky,O)) (4.38)
Then we can do inverse 3D DFT to the corrected spectrum Ic(kky, o) to get back
to the physical domain, obtaining the unscaled sea surface estimation rIE(Xidj,yin ), i
1,2,.. .,Nxo; j 1, 2,...,Nyo;n = 1,2, ... ,N. Figure 4-16 shows one frame of the unscaled
sea surface estimation.
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Figure 4-15: Filtered ID spectrum Sf(o) /Sfma and corrected 1D spectrum Sc(o)/Scmx
where o is wave frequency.
4.5 Scaling
The last step in the sea surface wave reconstruction process is changing the scale of
IlE (Xi, YI tn) to obtain the calibrated sea surface wave estimation 1ic (xi, yj, tn) which is the
final reconstructed sea surface wave elevation maps:
T1C(Xi,Yj,tn) - 4 IE(Xi,Yj,tn) (4.39)
4(NE
where cME is the standard deviation of lIE (Xi, yj, tn), Hs is the significant wave height which
is measured by other independent methods for this example.
From Equation (4.39) we can notice that, the choice of nondimensionalizing constant
k, in Equation (4.35) will not influence the final reconstructed sea surface wave 1c. Ob-
viously, if we change k, in the correction function M(k), the effect is multiplying IlE by a
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Figure 4-16: One frame (t = t) of unscaled sea surface estimation rE (XiyJ IT)
constant C. At the same time, the standard deviation 0'9E is multiplied by the same constant
C. Since Hs will not change, 11C keeps the same.
After scaling, the standard deviation of Tic is 1/4 of the significant wave height Hs so
we have the real wave scale. Figure 4-17 shows one frame of the reconstructed sea surface
sequence and Figure 4-18 is the wavenumber spectrum Sck(kx, ky) for the reconstructed sea
surface sequence.
We can change the coordinate of wavenumber spectrum Sck(kx,ky) to wavenumber-
direction spectrum Sck(k, ak) (Figure 4-19), and further by integration:
Sc(ak) = JSck(k10k dk (4.40)
we get the directional spectrum Sc(ak) (Figure 4-20) of the reconstructed sea surface wave.
From the directional spectrum, we can determine the peak wave propagation direction is
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Reconstructed sea surface (one frame)
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Figure 4-17: One frame (t = t) of reconstructed sea surface wave elevation maps:
1lc(xi,yj, T).
along ack = 2240 measured in the local coordinate of sample window. This direction cor-
responds to against x = 2240 in the original radar image sequence (Figure 4-1).
4.5.1 Hs estimation model
In this example, there is independent measured significant wave height Hs for scaling.
But in the future, in case there is no independent measured Hs, we need to evaluate it based
on the radar image sequence only. Thus we need a Hs estimation model.
People have proposed this kind of estimation model before. Alpers and Hasselmann
(1982) proposed the first method to obtain wave height information from radar imagery.
For synthetic aperture radar imagery, they proposed that Hs is proportional to the signal-
to-noise ratio of the radar backscatter [33]. And Ziemer and Gunther (1994) first applied
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Figure 4-18: Reconstructed sea surface wavenumber spectrum Sck(kx, ky), where k, and ky
are wavenumber components in local x and y directions.
this idea to marine radar imagery [12]. But there is no rigorous derivation for the empirical
formula and the definition of signal-to-noise ratio in marine radar image sequence is not
clear.
Therefore, an improved Hs estimation model with clear definition and derivation is
proposed here.
As we know, the radar image intensity is related to the radar received power, not sea
surface wave elevation. It cannot provide absolute wave information. Instead, it can only
provide relative wave information.
In this estimation model, it is assumed that the real wave energy is proportional to the
relative wave energy provided by the radar image sequence. Here we define a parameter to
describe the relative wave energy in the radar image sequence: Signal Ratio (SR).
After high-pass filter in this reconstruction process, we got spectrum Ii (kx, ky, co), with
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Figure 4-19: Reconstructed sea surface wavenumber-direction spectrum Sck(k, ak), where
k is wavenumber and ak is local angular coordinate.
magnitude A1 (kx, ky, co). Then after band-pass filter, we extracted wave-related spectrum
12(kx, ky, co), with magnitude A2 (kx,ky, co). From A1 (k, ky, o) and A2 (kx, ky, (o), we define
the Signal Ratio (SR) as
SR =f A2(k,,ky, co)dkxdkydco (4.41)f A1(kx,kyo)dkxdkydo
Let a be the standard deviation of the real sea surface wave elevation, then from ocean
statistics we know that the significant wave height Hs = 4a, and wave energy of unit sea
surface area E, = pga 2.
Under the assumption of this estimation model, the absolute wave energy E" is propo-
tional to the relative wave energy represented by SR, i.e.:
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Figure 4-20: Reconstructed sea surface directional spectrum
angular coordinate.
300 350
Sc ak), where atk is local
G2 c SR
then we can derive approximately that:
Hs x vSR
Here there is a new problem of how to determine SR for one radar image sequence. SR
depends on the choice of sample window. As mentioned before, there are four parameters
to determine the location of sample window (see Figure 4-21): the angular coordinate of
window center a; the normalized range of window center d; the rotation angle of window
axes P and the normalized size of window s.
After sensitivity analysis, it turns out that SR is more sensitive to a compared to other
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Figure 4-21: Parameters for choosing sample window, where a is the angular coordinate
of window center, d is the normalized range of window center, P is the rotation angle of
window axes and s is the normalized size of window.
three parameters. The deviation of SR with respect to cc is no more than 6% (Figure 4-22),
while for other three parameters, the deviation is no more than 2% (Figure 4-23 to Figure
4-25).
Due to limited amount of data, an explicit function which can describe the relation
between SR and a has not been established. However, since the deviation of SR with
respect to cc is approximately uniformly distributed, for each radar image sequence, SR can
be set as the average of different SR for different angular coordinates X.
After running sixty cases of radar image sequences with independently measured Hs
and calculated SR, it is confirmed that Hs is linearly related to vSk. The radar image data
information is shown in Table 4.2 and the relationship between Hs and '5R is shown in
Figure 4-26.
Therefore we can write the relationship between H, and /SR as:
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Figure 4-22: Deviation of Signal Ratio SR w.r.t. angular coordinate of window center a,
where SRav is the average of SR and (x, is up-wind direction.
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Figure 4-23: Deviation of Signal Ratio SR w.r.t. normalized range of window center d,
where SRav is the average of SR.
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Figure 4-24: Deviation of Signal Ratio SR w.r.t. rotation angle of window axes , where
SRav is the average of SR.
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is the average of SR.
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Data source OceanWaveS
Location 39'N, 73'W
Date 2006.8~9
Water depth 77 ~ 100m
Wind speed 5 ~ 22m/s
Hs 1 8m
Grid number 544 x 544
Grid distance 7.5m
Sequence length 48s
Time interval 1.5s
Table 4.2: Basic information of 60 radar image sequences
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Figure 4-26: Relationship between Hs and vSR.
Hs = C1v'5E +C 2 (4.44)
where constants C1 = 46.007 and C2 = -27.985. Due to limited amount of data, the con-
stants need to be further calibrated.
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In this estimation model, we get similar empirical formula for Hs as before. But the
derivation of the formula is more straightforward and the definition of SR is clearer to be
understood. With sensitivity analysis of SR, we also know how to determine SR in a more
reasonable way.
4.6 Wave field simulation
The reconstructed sea surface wave elevation maps can be used for wave field simu-
lation in order to predict the wave field over short term in real time. By means of wave
field simulation, we can determine some reconstruction process parameters such as the
correction function parameter q mentioned before and we can also analyze the properties
of reconstructed sea surface wave. Besides, we will put forward a radar image calibration
method based on wave field simulation. In this chapter, two simulation models will be
introduced: Linear model and High-Order Spectral (HOS) model.
4.6.1 Simulation models
a) Linear model
According to the linear wave theory [21], we can use the linear superposition of many
monochromatic waves to represent the real sea surface wave elevation:
N
Re{ A(k (n)ei" -"'} (4.45)
n=1
For constant water depth H, the wave frequency o and wavenumber k satisfy the dis-
persion relation:
o= v/gk tanhkH +k -U (4.46)
where k= (kx,ky), k = k +ky, U = (Ux, Uy) is the surface current velocity and g is the
gravitational accelaration.
Thus A(kn, on) in Equation (4.45) is only dependent on kn. So if we do two-dimensional
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discrete Fourier transform (2D DFT) on the reconstructed sea surface wave elevation map
at a certain time to, obtaining the Fourier coefficients A (Ek,), and write the sea surface wave
elevation as:
N -
(to) = Re{ ( A(kn) eik"'} (4.47)
n=1
Then we can use the same A(kn) to predict sea surface wave at any time t > to:
N
( Re{[ A(In)eni""i(n).(tto)} (4.48)
n=1
We have already had the reconstructed sea surface wave ((t) at the same time. Now we
can compare the predicted and reconstructed sea surface waves and calculate their normal-
ized cross-correlation coefficient Corpre(t):
E((x,y,t) - ()(((x,y, t) - (
Corpre(t) = - (4.49)
which can be used to represent the prediction performance of the reconstructed sea sur-
face wave.
b) High-Order Spectral (HOS) model
Dommermuth and Yue (1987) put forward a high-order spectral method to study nonlin-
ear gravity waves [11]. According to High-Order Spectral (HOS) method, we follow their
idea to consider the irrotational motion of a homogeneous, incompressible and invisicid
fluid under a free surface in arbitrary depth, then the flow can be described by a velocity
potential (z, z, t) which satisfies Laplace's equation within the fluid. Here - = (x, y) is a
vector in the horizontal plane. For simplicity, the time and mass units are chosen so that
the gravitational acceleration and fluid density are unity. Following this method, we use
the definition of surface potential:
<DS (X, t) =<D (Y, (-, t),I t) (4.50)
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where z = ((,t) denotes the free surface, assumed to be continuous and single-valued.
In terms of CDS, the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions on the free surface are
respectively:
(r +VY<DS -V - (1+ V( -VA(Dz C, t) = 0 (4.51)
1VY<DS VV<Ds - (1+ A(- V()<D(,,t) (4.52)
where Vy (a/x, a/dy) denotes the horizontal gradient and Pa is the atmospheric pressure.
Assume <D and ( are O(E) quantities, where e, a small parameter, is a measure of the
wave steepness. Consider a consistent approximation up to and including a given order M
in a, and write <D in a perturbation series in a:
M
<D(2,z, t)= E CD(m)(2,Zt) (4.53)
m=1
Further expand each CD(C) evaluated on z = ( in a Taylor series about z 0, so that we
have:
M M-m rk )k
<Ds (2,jt) = CD (X-,(, t) =)M (- 0 k!1kD(O20 t) (.4
m=1 k=O k! Zk
Expand Equation (4.54) and collect terms at each order, a sequence of boundary condi-
tions for the unknown C(m)'s on z = 0 are obtained:
CD( "((-,0,t)=RW", m=1,2, ..., M, (4.55)
where
RM CI- <DS (4.56)
and
R = -1 k ak m-k)(,t), m=2,3,..., M. (4.57)
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As in a typical mode-coupling approach, we represent each C(') as an eigenfunction
expansion of free modes:
b(")(Z, t) = <n)(t)n(,Z)
n=1
z < 0 (4.58)
where, in practice, the number of eigenmodes is truncated at some suitable number N.
Finally, the free surface conditions (Equations (4.51) and (4.52)) yield the final result:
M M-m rk N
(t +VI<DS -VA( - (1 + VX(- VA()[ k I <n'(
m=1 k=o- n=1
and
,C1 M M-m k N<Dt +(+ 2VCDs -VX<Ds 
_ (10 + V4( V() k
m=1 k=o- n=1
(4.59)
( k+1
<bn) (t) azk+ I ') 2 _-P0a
(4.60)
Equations (4.59) and (4.60) are the evolution equations for <bs and ( in terms of modal
amplitudes n), which themselves are given by the values of these surface quantities ac-
cording to Equation (4.55).
Therefore, given initial conditions ((to) and <bS(to), we can predict sea surface wave
(t) at any time t > to.
In this sea surface wave reconstruction example, if the initial reconstructed sea surface
wave elevation map is:
(4.61)
N
(to)= Re{ L A(kn)eikn'}
n=1
then the initial surface potential is approximately (for deep water wave neglecting ek term):
<Ds(to) = Re{ A (in) ,ik-.V}
n=1 (Ikn)
(4.62)
Similarly, after obtaining the predicted sea surface wave ((t), we can calculate the
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ak+1
t) azk+1 n (', 0)] 0
normalized cross-correlation coefficient Corpre(t) between .(t) and the reconstructed sea
surface wave ((t), which is used to represent the prediction performance.
Figure 4-27 shows the prediction performance of linear and HOS models. From this fig-
ure we see that in this example, which is approximately linear waves, these two prediction
models have almost the same prediction performance. The normalized cross-correlation
coefficient Corpre(t) decreases as time goes on. This is reasonable because for a certain
sample window in the radar image sequence, there will be new waves different from the
initial condition coming into this sample window as time goes on, which will not be pre-
dicted by wave simulation models, causing Corpre to decrease. For other radar image data,
in case there is notable nonlinearity which only HOS model can deal with, we will use
HOS model only hereafter.
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Figure 4-27: Wave field prediction using linear and HOS models, where Corpre is the
normalized cross-correlation coefficient between predicted and reconstructed sea surface
wave, to is the initial time and T, is the peak wave period corresponding to the peak wave
frequency cop in the wave spectrum.
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4.6.2 Parameter optimizing
We have used the time series of Corpre (t) to represent the prediction performance of
the reconstructed sea surface wave. As mentioned before, the prediction performance can
be used to optimize some parameters in the reconstruction process. For convenience, we
choose a particular time in the time series as a prediction performance index and use this
index to do optimization.
We define the prediction performance index X as:
X = Corp e(t = 3Tp) (4.63)
where Tp is the peak wave period in the reconstructed sea surface wave.
We have discussed that, in the correction function M(k) = (k/k*)-q, there is a parameter
q to be determined. Now we can use the prediction performance index 7 to optimize this
parameter. Specifically, we change the value of q until the prediction performance index X
get its maximum. Thus the optimized value of q is:
qOp, = max x(q) (4.64)q
Figure 4-28 shows the optimizing process of the correction function parameter q for
the example used in this chapter. From this figure we can see that the optimized value
qopt = 0.5 for this example.
The optimized value qopt is different for different examples. Even for the same radar
image sequence used in this chapter, the value of qopt is different for different choices of
sample windows. Figure 4-29 shows the variation of qopt as the range of sample window
center changes with fixed radar look direction and other parameters. From this figure we
can see clearly that qopt decreases as the range increases.
By means of wave field simulation as a parameter optimizing tool, the sea surface wave
reconstruction process is actually an iteration process. We use a reasonable initial value for
the process parameter q to start the reconstruction process and get the prediction perfor-
mance index X. Then we keep changing the value of q until we obtain the maximum of X
and the corresponding reconstructed sea surface wave is the final one that we expect.
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Figure 4-28: Optimizing of correction function parameter q, where X is the prediction
performance index.
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4.6.3 Sensitivity analysis of prediction performance index X
With optimized parameter qopt, the prediction performance index X can be used to
represent the quality of the reconstructed sea surface wave. And by sensitivity analysis
of the prediction performance index X, we can study the properties of radar images.
For the same radar image sequence, we study the relationship between the prediction
performance index X and the following two factors:
" Direction of sample window center, a;
" Range of sample window center, d (normalized).
Figure 4-30 shows the variation of the prediction performance index X with respect to
the direction of sample window center with fixed range. From this figure we can see that the
first and second peaks of X happen near up-wave and down-wave directions respectively,
while in directions perpendicular to the peak wave propagation direction, the value of X
is lower, which means the quality of reconstructed sea surface waves is impaired. This
phonomenon implies that when choosing a sample window from a radar image sequence
for sea surface wave reconstruction, it is better to choose one near the up-wave or down-
wave directions.
Figure 4-31 shows the variation of the prediction performance index X with respect to
the range of sample window center with fixed direction. This figure tells us that the quality
of reconstructed sea surface waves is best in the middle range (d = 0.5), which is another
advice for choosing sample windows to do sea surface wave reconstruction.
For different radar image sequences, we study the relationship between the prediction
performance index X and two environmental conditions: the wind speed Uw (measured at a
height of 10m above the mean sea level) and significant wave height Hs-
There are a variety of parameterizations for significant wave height with respect to wind
speed. For instance, in Sverdrup-Munk theory (S-M) [27] [17] [18], there is an empirical
relationship between the significant wave height Hs (m) and wind speed Uw(m/s):
Hs = 0.02667U (4.65)
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Figure 4-30: Direction dependence of the prediction performance index X, where a is the
angular coordinate of sample window center and ap is the peak wave propagation direction.
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Figure 4-31: Range dependence of the prediction performance index X, where d is the
normalized range of sample window center.
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This S-M curve is shown in Figure 4-32.
Besides, Kitaigorodskii (1970) put forward a relation [23]:
a = 13.3zoexp(Kcp/u,) (4.66)
where a is the standard deviation of sea surface wave elevation (Hs = 4a), zo is the rough-
ness length, K is von Kdrman's constant, c, is the phase speed of the dominant waves and
us is the friction velocity. This relation models wave heights that are much greater than the
other parameterizations.
In contrast, Hsu (1974) proposed a relation [31]:
a= 1.57zo(cp/u*)2  (4.67)
which has lower significant wave heights than the other parameterizations.
Overall speaking, the significant wave height Hs is positively related to the wind speed
U,. In the present work, based on the data provided by OceanWaveS, the relationship
between Hs and U, agrees with this conclusion (Figure 4-32). And their relationship is
very close to S-M curve, although there is some difference which may result from the
different properties of raw data.
Since the significant wave height Hs and the wind speed Uv have a good positive cor-
relation, the variation of the prediction performance index X with respect to Uv and Hs are
similar (Figure 4-33 and 4-34).
We can see from these two figures that the quality of reconstructed sea surface waves is
better under medium wind condition or medium significant wave height condition. Under
very low or extreme conditions, the quality is impaired. One possible reason is that under
very low wind condition, the amplitude of sea surface waves is so small that the hydrody-
namic or tilt modulation on the sea surface is weak, which make it difficult to distinguish
sea surface waves from radar images. While under extreme wind condition, the ampli-
tude of sea surface waves is so large that shadowing modulation and other noise impair the
quality of radar images seriously.
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4.6.4 A radar image calibration method
As mentioned in Chapter 2, radar image intensity has a notable range dependence (Fig-
ure 2-4) because the radar received power is always higher in smaller range than larger
range at any time. This will lead to a static pattern in the original radar image temporal
sequence rj (r, a, t) and further cause high spectral energy in the low-frequency part in the
radar image spectrum.
Previously we dealt with this problem in the frequency domain. Specifically, we used
a high-pass filter in the radar image spectrum to eliminate the high spectral energy in the
low-frequency part, expecting to correct the range dependence.
Besides, radar image intensity also has a direction dependence (Figure 2-5). The peak
of radar image intensity locates near the up-wind or up-wave directions.
Now we put forward a more direct method in the physical domain to correct the range
and direction dependence, expecting to have better quality of the reconstructed sea surface
wave. Given the radar image sequence il (r, a, t), where r and a are the radial and angular
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coordinates respectively, we propose to use a calibration function C(r, C) to calibrate the
radar image:
fj(r, a, t) = C(r, 0) -'I(r, a, t) (4.68)
For simplicity, we separate the range and direction dependence effects, so we can write
the calibration function as:
C(r, a) = fi(r) -f 2 (la - aw l) (4.69)
where a, is the up-wind direction.
Since the original radar image intensity decreases as the range increases or direction
difference from up-wind direction (la - a,) increases, the calibration function C(r, 0)
should be a monotonically increasing function of the radius r and la - aw 1.
Taking into account of the sensitivity analysis of the prediction performance index X,
we know that the reconstructed sea surface wave has the best quality near the up-wind
or up-wave directions (a r cz). And around these directions the radar image intensity
changes a little (Figure 2-5). Therefore, we can focus on the study of radar images around
the up-wind direction (a aw) at first, and simplify the calibration function by letting:
f2(Ia - Cw)=1, a ~c a (4.70)
so that
C(r, ac) = fi (r), ax ~' aw (4.71)
Now we can study the function form of fi . Here we propose a simple form for fi:
fi(r) = (r/R), 8 > 0 (4.72)
where R is the maximum radius in the original radar image sequence and 8 is a parameter
to be determined.
Similarly as the optimizing process for parameter q discussed earlier, we can use wave
field simulation as a optimizing tool to determine the parameter 6: we keep changing 8
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until we get the optimal prediction performance index X.
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Figure 4-35: The variation of the prediction performance index X with respect to the cal-
ibration function parameter 8 for different range d of sample window center, where Xo
corresponds to 8= 0.
Figure 4-35 shows the variation of the prediction performance index X with respect
to the calibration function parameter 6 for different range of radar image sample window
center. In the optimizing process, we keep the angular coordinate of sample window center
fixed as the up-wind direction. This figure implies that the proposed calibration method is
helpful to improve the quality of reconstructed sea surface waves under the condition that
the range of radar image sample window center is not large (d < 0.5). For d > 0.5, this
calibration method will not improve the quality of reconstructed sea surface wave. In other
words, if d > 0.5, we can simply let fi (r) = 1. This phonomenon is reasonable in the sense
that the range dependence of radar image intensity is more notable in smaller range.
Based on the information of fi, now we choose radar image sample windows with
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C(r, a) = f2(Ia - aw 1), d > 0.5 (4.73)
and we can study the function form of f2.
According to the direction dependence of radar image intensity (Figure 2-5), here we
propose a simple form for f2:
f2(a - awl) = 1 +v(1 - cos(IC - awl)) = 1 +v(1 - cos(a - aw)),
where v is a parameter to be determined.
3
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Figure 4-36: Calibration function f2 (cc), where v is a parameter to be determined.
This function form is illustrated in Figure 4-36, which has properties that it equals to 1
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d > 0.5, so that
when a = ax and it increases monotonically when la - a I increases in the range of [0, ].
These properties agree with our analysis mentioned earlier.
Similarly, we can use wave field simulation as a optimizing tool to determine the pa-
rameter v: we keep changing v in order to get the optimal prediction performance index
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Figure 4-37s The variation of the prediction performance index X with respect to the cali-
bration function parameter v for different angular coordinate a of sample window center,
where Xo corresponds to v 0.
Figure 4-37 shows the variation of the prediction performance index X with respect to
the calibration function parameter v for different angular coordinate aX of sample window
center. We keep the range of sample window center as d = 0.5 in the optimizing process.
From this figure we can see that if we study radar image samples in the up-wind direction,
there is no need to apply this calibration function because the prediction performance index
almost does not change; if the radar image sample is in the down-wind direction, we cannot
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use this calibration function since it will impair the prediction performance. However, if
we study radar image samples in directions perpendicular to the up-wind direction, this
calibration function is helpful to improve the quality of the reconstructed sea surface wave
with optimal parameter v.
Therefore, if we want to reconstruct the sea surface wave in small range and in direc-
tions perpendicular to the up-wind direction in the radar image sequence, we can use the
combination of functions fi and f2 discussed above as the calibration function in order
to improve the quality of the reconstructed sea surface wave and optimize the calibration
function parameters 8 and v by means of wave field simulation.
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Chapter 5
Wave Scale Estimation Using Doppler
Spectra of X-band Coherent Marine
Radars
As mentioned in Chapter 1, if the X-band marine radar is a coherent radar, which means
the transmitted signal has a time series with no phase discontinuities [38], then the orbital
velocities of sea surface waves will induce Doppler shifts in the backscattered signal [35].
In this case, besides radar images which are based on sea surface wave elevation, we also
have Doppler spectra which can provide information about sea surface wave orbital veloc-
ities [37]. This gives us an alternative approach to estimate the wave scale.
The idea of using coherent marine radars to estimate sea surface wave is not new.
Nwogu and Lyzenga (2010) proposed a direct approach to infer sea surface wave eleva-
tion by using radial-velocity measurements from coherent marine radars [28]. Their key
idea is using radial surface velocity field to obtain velocity potential by integration at first,
then using free surface boundary conditions to determine sea surface wave elevation. This
approach is more direct than using non-coherent radar images as discussed in Chapter 4.
However, there exist many problems in this approach. The accuracy of the estimated sea
surface wave elevation depends mainly on the accuracy of radial surface velocity field.
But it is very hard to obtain accurate radial surface velocity at every point from coherent
radar data, especially in shadowed areas where no radial surface velocity information ex-
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ists. And as they simulated, the estimated wave field is degraded in radar look direction
nearly orthogonal to the peak wave propagation direction.
So instead of directly estimating sea surface wave elevation for every point from the
coherent radar, we can estimate the wave scale for the whole wave field using Doppler
spectra of the coherent radar. Then combining the wave scale with the unscaled sea surface
wave estimated from radar images, we get the final reconstructed sea surface wave elevation
maps.
In this chapter, a theoretical wave scale estimation model using Doppler spectra of
the coherent radar will be put forward. This model is based on the basic coherent radar
mechanism.
5.1 Coherent radar mechanism
The key points of the basic coherent radar mechanism usded for the estimation model
are: Bragg-resonance [14] [37], the Doppler shift [37] and the Doppler spectrum [38]. They
are summarized briefly as follows.
5.1.1 Bragg-resonance
As mentioned in Chapter 2, marine radar receives energy and produce radar images
because of Bragg-resonance [14] [37] between the radar electromagnetic (EM) wave and
sea surface roughness. The resonant condition is:
As = Xr (5.1)2sin(
where Xr is the radar EM wavelength, Xs is the wavelength of Bragg-resonant sea surface
roughness, and 0 is the incidence angle.
Only water waves of wavelength Xs travelling parallel to the line of sight contribute to
Bragg-resonance. The mechanism is shown in Figure 5-1.
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If the scattering is a Bragg-resonant phenomenon, then v is composed of the sum of any
large-scale, line-of-sight velocities V and the component of the intrinsic phase speed, c, of
the Bragg-resonant sea surface short wave along the line of sight. Then,
v =V i c sin 0 (5.3)
Therefore, Doppler shifts are given by:
2V
fD = ~-~fB (5.4)
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where fB is the intrinsic frequency of the Bragg-resonant sea surface short wave.
The large-scale, line-of-sight velocities V can be considered to include two parts:
V =Vc +Vor (5.5)
where Vc is the mean current line-of-sight velocity, and Vor is the line-of-sight orbital ve-
locity of long waves compared to the Bragg-resonant wave.
5.1.3 The Doppler spectrum
Removing the frequency of the transmitted signal from the received signal and taking
the spectrum yields a Doppler spectrum of the received signal [38].
The two well-defined Doppler shifts in Equation (5.4) are displayed as sharp peaks,
commonly called "Bragg lines", in the Doppler spectrum, and are said to come from "ad-
vancing" or "receding" Bragg-resonant sea surface short waves.
The intensity of each line is proportional to the spectral density of the corresponding
surface wave.
5.1.4 Broadening of the Doppler spectrum
Variations in the large-scale velocity advect the Bragg waves at a variety of speeds, thus
broadening the spectrum of Doppler shifts around the two frequencies in Equation (5.4).
Long waves also tilt the Bragg waves slightly, varying the local incidence angle and
producing additional broadening.
Severe broadening causes the Bragg lines to overlap to such an extent that the existence
of advancing and receding waves cannot be detected.
A spread of large-scale line-of-sight velocities AV will produce spectral broadening
given by:
AV
(Af)D = ,si (5.6)
s 5sint
Figure 5-2 shows four examples of Doppler spectra.
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Figure 5-2: Various types of Doppler spectra [38]. (a) Bragg waves of equal amplitude
present on the surface. (b) Equal-amplitude Bragg waves moderately advected by larger-
scale motions. (c) Equal-amplitude Bragg waves severely advected by larger-scale motions.
(d) Bragg waves of unequal amplitude moderately advected by larger-scale motions.
5.2 The wave scale estimation model
In Equation (5.5), V = Vc + Vo, the line-of-sight orbital velocity of long waves Vor is
related to wave scale. If we can determine Vor from the Doppler spectra, then we have a
new approach to estimate wave scale.
Consider a circle X-band coherent marine radar image sequence similar as in Chapter
4, the mean current line-of-sight velocity at one point is:
Vc = Ucos(psine (5.7)
where U =|U is the current velocity which can be determined from non-coherent radar
data and assumed to be invariant in the paticular radar image sequence being considered,
<p is the angle between the radar look direction and current velocity direction, 0 is the
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incidence angle of the radar EM wave at that point.
For a certain resolution cell in the radar image, we use the average of Vc at every point,
denoted as IV.
In a resolution cell, due to a spread of large-scale line-of-sight velocities AV, there will
be spectral broadening (Equation (5.6)) in the Doppler spectra of this resolution cell.
For example, in Figure 5-3, let the minimum Doppler shift be fmin and the maximum
Doppler shift be fmax.
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Figure 5-3: One example of the Doppler spectrum with spectral broadening, where fmin
and fma are the minimum and maximum Doppler shift, fL = fmin + fB, fu = fmax - fB, fB
is the intrinsic frequency of the Bragg-resonant sea surface short wave.
Then we can determine the variation range of V:
[VLIVU] X [LfU ]2 (5.8)
where fA = fmin + fB, fu = fmax - fB.
Knowing Vc, we can also determine the variation range of line-of-sight orbital velocity
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of long waves Vor:
Ao
[Vort,VorU] = [ft, ful -Vc2 (5.9)
Based on these information, we will estimate the wave scale in two cases: one-dimensional
wave and two-dimensional wave.
5.2.1 One-dimensional wave
One-dimensional wave means all wave components propagate along the same line.
Now we rotate the coordinate system so that x axis is parallel to the wave propagation
direction (Figure 5-4).
Figure 5-4: One-dimensional wave example, where x axis is parallel to the wave propaga-
tion direction, P is the angle between x axis and the radar look direction to a representing
point (Xc,Yc) of a certain resolution cell, u is the horizontal particle velocity at that point.
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Now consider a certain resolution cell in the radar image sequence, from the non-
coherent radar data, we can obtain the line-of-sight orbital velocity of long waves:
Vor(X,y,Z= 0,t) = i(x,z= O,t)cosp(x,y) sinO(x,y) -i(x,z = O,t)cosO(x,y) (5.10)
where i(x, z 0, t) and O(x, z = 0, t) are the unscaled horizontal and vertical particle ve-
locities at point (x,y,z = 0,t) which can be derived from the unscaled sea surface wave
elevation maps, P(x,y) is the angle between x axis and the radar look direction to that
point, e(x,y) is the incidence angle of the radar EM wave at that point.
Thus we can get the variation range of for in this resolution cell at time t: [?orL, VorU].
Consider a representing point in this resolution cell, say center point (x = XcY = Yc).
We define a new variable p as:
p(t) = ~(XcYYc)VorL (5.11)
VorU -VorL
Then we can calculate the real line-of-sight orbital velocity approximately at the repre-
senting point:
Vor(X = Xc,Y Y c,Z = 0,t) =VorL + p(VorU -VorL) (5.12)
Similarly as Equation (5.10), we can represent the real line-of-sight orbital velocity Vor
at the representing point as:
Vor(Xc,c,Z0,t) = z = 0,t)cos P(xec)sin (xeye) - w(xcz = 0,t) cos 0(xeyc)
(5.13)
where u(xc, z =0, t) and w(xc, z = 0, t) are the real horizontal and vertical particle velocities
at point (xc,Yc,Z = 0,t).
Considering deep-water wave and use the linear wave theory, we have:
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M
u(xc, z = 0, t) = Re{ [ omAme-ikmxc+iOmt} (5.14)
m=1
M
w(xe,z = 0, t) = Re{ [ iomAme-ikmxc+iomt} (5.15)
m=1
where amplitude Am is in complex form. Plug them into Equation (5.13), we get:
M
Vor(xcYc,Z = 0, t) = Re{ L ComAm(cos $(xc,yc) sin e(xc,yc) - icos O(xc,yc))e-ikxc+iomt}
M=1
(5.16)
For fixed (Xc,Yc), Vor(Xc, yc, z = 0, t) is only a function of time. We can use Fourier trans-
form to extract the information of amplitude of each wave component Am. After Fourier
transform, we get the Fourier coefficients:
F(om)(xc,yc) = omAm(cos P (xc,yc) sin O(xc,yc) - icos 0(xcyc))e-ikxc (5.17)
which has magnitude:
F(om)(xye)|= Com|Aml Icos2 P(xc,yc) sin2 0 (xc,c)+ cos 2 0(xc,yc) (5.18)
Therefore,
tAm I(xe,Yc) = (5.19)
Com Icos2 P (xc,yc) sin2 O(xc,yc) + cos2 0(xc,yc)
The actual radar image sequence is discrete in time. As for discrete-time issue, assum-
ing Vor(Xc,Yc, z = 0,t) is a band-limitted signal with biggest frequency oMax, then as long
as the sample interval T of this signal satisfies:
27t
Os = > 2oMax (5.20)
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the spectrum of Vor(Xc,Yc,Z - Ot) can be obtained from the spectrum Of Vor(Xc,Yc,Z 0, t =
nT) by using a ideal low-pass filter [3]. So we can still obtain IAm I (xe,ye) from discrete-time
velocity Vor(Xc,Yc,z = 0, t = niTs), where n = 0, 1,2,...
If we want to evaluate the wave scale for a whole domain D, we use the average of |Aml
over the whole domain:
|Am - I Am|(xe,ye)dxcdyc (5.21)
where SD is the area of the domain D, then the significant wave height is:
M 2Hs =_ 4y = 4V E 2|m 1(5.22)
m=1
where a represents the standard deviation of real sea surface wave elevation.
Alternatively, we can calculate Hs for each resolution cell and calculate the average IJs
for the whole domain.
5.2.2 Two-dimensional wave
Two-dimensional wave means different wave components propagate in different direc-
tions. In this case we use ordinary coordinate system shown in Figure 5-5.
Considering a certain resolution cell in the radar image sequence, from the non-coherent
radar data, we can obtain the line-of-sight orbital velocity of long waves:
Qr(x,y, Z = 0, t) = (i(x,y,z = 0, t) cos a(x,y) +(x,y,z = 0, t) sin a(x,y)) sin 0(x,y)
- (x,y,z = 0, t) cos e(x,y) (5.23)
where i(x,y,z = 0,t), P(x,y,z = 0,t) and O(x,y,z = 0,t) are the unscaled horizontal and
vertical particle velocities at point (x,y,z = 0,t) which can be derived from the unscaled
sea surface wave elevation maps, a(x,y) is the angle between x axis and the radar look
direction to that point, 0(x,y) is the incidence angle of the radar EM wave at that point.
Then we can get the variation range of for in this resolution cell at time t: [VorL, Vor].
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Figure 5-5: Two-dimensional wave example with ordinary coordinate system, where a is
the angle between x axis and the radar look direction to a representing point (xc,Yc) of a
certain resolution cell, u and v are horizontal particle velocities at that point.
Similarly, consider the center point (x xc,y yc) as a representing point in the reso-
lution cell and define:
P(t) - or(x Xc,Y Yc) - VorL (5.24)
VorU - VorL
Then the real orbital velocity at (x = x, = yc) is approximately:
Vor(x = Xc,y = YcZ = 0,t) =VorL + P(VorU -VorL) (5.25)
On the other hand, we can represent the real line-of-sight orbital velocity Vor at the
representing point as:
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Vor(Xc,yc,ZOt) (u(xc,yc,z=,t)cosa(xc,yc)+v(x,y,z=0,t)sina(x,yc))sinO(xc,yc)
-W(xc,Yc,Z =,t)cosO(xc,yc) (5.26)
where u(xc,Yc,z 0, t), V(Xc,Yc,Z = 0,t) and w(xc,Yc,z = 0,t) are the real horizontal and
vertical particle velocities at point (xcYcZ 0, t).
Still consider deep-water wave and use the linear wave theory, we have:
U(Xc,Yc,Z = 0t)
V(xc,Yc, =z= 0,t)
M
= Re{ E omAm cosYmeikmxc-ikymyc+iomt}
m=1
M
= Re{ L wmAm sin7me-ikxmxc-ikymyc+iomt}
m=1
M
w(xc,yc,z = O,t) = Re{ E iomAme-iksxe}-ikymyc+iomt
m=1
where kxm = km cosym, kym = km sinym.
Plug these into Equation (5.26), we get
M
Vor(Xc,Yc,z= ,t) = Re{ EomAm[(cosymcos a(xc,yc) +sinymsina(xc,yc)
m=1
- icos 0(xc,yc)]e-ikxmxc-ikymyc+iomt}
It is only a function of time.
) sin 9(xc,yc)
(5.30)
After doing Fourier transform, we obtain the Fourier
coefficients:
n
F(on)(x,,yc) = onAnjf[(cosYnj cos a(xc,Yc) + sinynj sin a(xc,yc)) sin 0(x, ye)
j=1
- i cos 0(xc, 7c)1 e-ikxnjxc-ikynjYc,
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(5.27)
(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.31)
The difficulty here is that for each frequency (on, there are J, wave propagation direc-
tions. So we cannot determine wave amplitude for each wave component directly from the
Fourier coefficients. Here we fix J, = J for all frequencies where J is the total number of
radar look directions:
=27 (5.32)
Aa
Then we know each wave direction:
747 = (j- 1)Aa, j= 1,2, ..., J (5.33)
In order to solve J unknown Anj (j = 1,2,... ,J), we need J resolution cells to get J
Fourier coefficients Fj((On).
For fixed radius r = /x+ y', we change ax to get J resolution cells, then for each
frequency (on, we have the following complex equation system:
[C] [An]I = [F((on)] (5.34)
where [C] is the complex coefficients matrix, [An] (Ani, ... ,Anj)T, [F((o)] (F1 ((on), . .. F(On)).
If we change the radius r, we have different An1 (r). So we can calculate the average for
different radius:
Anj J Anj(r)dr (5.35)
where R the maximum radius.
Then the significant wave height for the whole radar image is calculated as:
N J
Hs = 4y = 4 n j |Anj 12 (5.36)
where Y represents the standard deviation of real sea surface wave elevation.
Alternatively, we can calculate Hs for each radius r and then use the average Hs for the
whole radar image.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Recommendations
6.1 Summary
In order to obtain the whole wave field measurement and use that to predict the wave
field over short term in real time, it is discussed in this thesis how to use the X-band marine
radar, one type of remote sensing technology, to reconstruct sea surface wave elevation
maps.
In Chapter 2, we introduce some radar imaging mechanism which is helpful for de-
veloping the reconstruction process, including: range dependence, direction dependence,
hydrodynamic modulation, tilt modulation, shadowing modulation. Range dependence will
lead to a static pattern in radar image sequence and this will further cause extra high en-
ergy in low-frequency part in the image spectrum. Direction dependence implies that radar
image has better quality near the up-wind or up-wave direction. Hydrodynamic and tilt
modulations make the long waves visible in radar images. Shadowing modulation will
change the energy distribution in the sea surface wave spectrum.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 explain how to reconstructe sea surface wave elevation maps
from marine radar images. Chapter 3 introduces the basic principle and Chapter 4 uses an
example of non-coherent radar image sequence to illustrate the detailed process. The key
idea is using dispersion relation based on linear wave theory to separate wave-related signal
from non-wave signal in the radar images. In order to do that, three-dimensional Fourier
transform is used to transfer the physical domain to frequency domain to obtain the image
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spectra. Then the high-pass filter, which accounts for range dependence, and the band-
pass filter, which corresponds to dispersion relation, are used to extract the wave-related
spectra. Due to many modulation effects, mainly shadowing modulation, the wave-related
spectra are different from real sea surface wave spectra. Wave-related spectra need to be
corrected. An improved shadowing simulation model combined with wave field simulation
models is proposed to estimate the correction function form. After correction, inverse
three-dimensional Fourier transform is applied on the corrected spectra to obtain unscaled
sea surface wave estimation. And finally an improved wave scale estimation model using
non-coherent radar data is proposed to change the scale, obtaining the reconstructed sea
surface wave elevation maps.
The reconstructed sea surface wave elevation maps can be used for wave field simula-
tion in order to predict the wave field. Two simulation models are introduced: linear and
HOS models. Wave field simulation can be used to optimize reconstruction process param-
eters and analyze the properties of radar images. Besides, a radar image calibration method
is put forward to improve the quality of reconstructed sea surface wave.
In Chapter 5, a theoretical wave scale estimation model using Doppler spectra of the
coherent radar is put forward. From the Doppler spectra, information of line-of-sight or-
bital velocity of long waves is extracted which is related to the wave scale. The detailed
estimation model is described in two cases: one-dimensional wave and two-dimensional
wave. This model is proposed to be a good alternative to the current wave scale estimation
model. In the future, we can combine this wave scale estimation model with the unscaled
sea surface wave estimated from radar images to obtain the final reconstructed sea surface
wave elevation maps.
6.2 Recommendations
Some recommendations for future work:
* Other independent measurement data are needed in order to do more validation on
the reconstructed sea surface wave;
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" More non-coherent radar data are required in order to calibrate many empirical pa-
rameters in the reconstruction process;
" Coherent radar data are needed in order to check the theretical wave scale estimation
model put forward in Chpater 5;
" Models for estimating correction function form and wave scale using non-coherent
radar data can be further improved;
" The radar image calibration method can be improved, for example, choosing different
calibration function form in order to have the best prediction performance.
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